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INTRODUCTION
These notes provide technical details that are required to embed constraint relationships into the
c-semiring framework presented in terms of category theory. It contains all steps required to map a
dag to a partial order (Section 1), construct the free meet monoid from this partial order (Section 3) as
well as the free c-semiring (Section 4). A constraint solving algorithm based on branch-and-bound
search is presented in §34 for c-semirings and in §36 for meet monoids. A concrete instantiation
for constraint relationships along with an example soft constraint problem concludes the report in
Section 7.
1. PARTIAL ORDERS AND DIRECTED ACYCLIC GRAPHS
1. A partial order (X,≤) is given by a set X and a binary relation ≤ ⊆ X × X such that ≤ is
reflexive, transitive, and anti-symmetric on X . For x, y ∈ X we write x < y if x ≤ y and x 6= y, and
x ≥ y resp. x > y if y ≤ x resp. y < x.
A partial order homomorphism ϕ : P → Q from a partial order P = (|P |,≤P ) to a partial order
Q = (|Q|,≤Q) is given by a map ϕ : |P | → |Q| such that ϕ(p) ≤Q ϕ(p′) if p ≤P p′ for all
p, p′ ∈ |P |.
The category PO of partial orders has the partial orders as objects and the partial order homomor-
phisms as morphisms.
2. A directed acyclic graph, or dag, (X,→) is given by a set X and a binary relation→ ⊆ X ×X
such that→+ is irreflexive. If x→ y, then x is a predecessor of y, and y is a successor of x.
A dag homomorphism ϕ : G→ H from a dag G = (|G|,→G) to a dag H = (|H|,→H) is given by a
map ϕ : |G| → |H| such that ϕ(g)→H ϕ(g′) if g →G g′ for all g, g′ ∈ |G|.
The category DAG of dags has the dags as objects and the dag homomorphisms as morphisms.
3. Define the functor PO〈−〉 : DAG→ PO by
PO〈G〉 = (|G|,→∗G) ,
PO〈ϕ : G→ H〉 = ϕ .
Define the functor DAG : PO→ DAG by
DAG(P ) = (|P |, <P ) ,
DAG(ϕ : P → Q) = ϕ .
For each G ∈ |DAG|, define ηPOG : G→ DAG(PO〈G〉) by ηPOG (g) = g. Then ηPO = (ηPOG )G∈|DAG|
is a natural transformation from 1DAG to DAG ◦PO〈−〉.
Let G ∈ |DAG|, P ∈ |PO|, and ϕ : G→ DAG(P ). Define ϕ]PO : PO〈G〉 → P by
ϕ]PO(g) = ϕ(g) .
Then DAG(ϕ]PO)(ηPOG (g)) = ϕ(g) and ϕ
]PO is unique with this property.
2. UPPER SEMI-LATTICES
4. A (bounded) upper semi-lattice (X,unionsq,⊥) is given by a setX , a binary operationunionsq : X×X → X ,
and a constant ⊥ ∈ X such that the following axioms are satisfied for all x, y, z ∈ X:
(1) (x unionsq y) unionsq z = x unionsq (y unionsq z)
(2) x unionsq y = y unionsq x
(3) x unionsq x = x
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(4) x unionsq ⊥ = x
In words, unionsq is associative, commutative, and idempotent, and has ⊥ as neutral element.
A (bounded) upper semi-lattice homomorphism ϕ : U → V from an upper semi-lattice U =
(|U |,unionsqU ,⊥U) to an upper semi-lattice V = (|V |,unionsqV ,⊥V ) is given by a map ϕ : |U | → |V | such that
for all u1, u2 ∈ |U |:
(1) ϕ(u1 unionsqU u2) = ϕ(u1) unionsqV ϕ(u2)
(2) ϕ(⊥U) = ⊥V
The category uSL of upper semi-lattices has the upper semi-lattices as objects and the upper semi-
lattice homomorphisms as morphisms.
5. Let P be a partial order. Let Ifin(P ) denote the set of finite subsets of |P | which only contain
pairwise incomparable elements w.r.t ≤P . For a subset S ⊆ |P |, let Max≤P (S) denote the set of
maximal elements of S w.r.t. ≤P .
Define the binary operation ∪P : Ifin(P )× Ifin(P )→ Ifin(P ) by
I ∪P J = Max≤P (I ∪ J) .
LEMMA. (Ifin(P ),∪P , ∅) is an upper semi-lattice.
Proof. Let I, J,K ∈ Ifin(P ). For the associativity of ∪P we have
I ∪P (J ∪P K) = Max≤P (I ∪Max≤(J ∪K)) = Max≤P (I ∪ J ∪K) =
Max≤P (Max≤P (I ∪ J) ∪K) = (I ∪P J) ∪P K ,
since Max≤P (I ∪Max≤P X) = Max≤P (I ∪ X) for all X ∈ Pfin |P |. ∪P inherits commutativity
from ∪. For the idempotency of ∪P we have
I ∪P I = Max≤P (I ∪ I) = Max≤P I = I ,
since I ∈ Ifin(P ). Finally, we have I ∪P ∅ = I . 
Define the functor uSL〈−〉 : PO→ uSL by
uSL〈P 〉 = (Ifin(P ),∪P , ∅) ,
uSL〈ϕ : P → Q〉 = λ{p1, . . . , pn} ∈ Ifin(P ) . Max≤Q{ϕ(p1), . . . , ϕ(pn)} .
6. Each upper semi-lattice U induces a partial ordering ≤U ⊆ |U | × |U | on |U | given by
u1 ≤U u2 ⇐⇒ u1 unionsqU u2 = u2 .
Indeed, ≤U is reflexive on |U | by the idempotency of unionsqU , ≤U is transitive by the associativity of unionsqU ,
and ≤U is anti-symmetric by the commutativity of unionsqU . Furthermore, ⊥U is the smallest element w.r.t.
≤U , i.e., ⊥U ≤U u for all u ∈ |U |, by the neutrality of ⊥U .
Define the functor PO : uSL→ PO by
PO(U) = (|U |,≤U) ,
PO(ϕ : U → V ) = ϕ ,
which is well-defined on objects by the remarks above and also morphisms since if u1 ≤U u2, i.e.,
u1 unionsqU u2 = u2, then ϕ(u1) unionsqV ϕ(u2) = ϕ(u1 unionsqU u2) = ϕ(u2), i.e., ϕ(u1) unionsqV ϕ(u2).
For each P ∈ |PO|, define ηuSLP : P → PO(uSL〈P 〉) by ηuSLP (p) = {p}. Then ηuSL = (ηuSLP )P∈|PO|
is a natural transformation from 1PO to PO ◦ uSL〈−〉.
Let P ∈ |PO|, U ∈ |uSL|, and ϕ : P → PO(U). Define ϕ]uSL : uSL〈P 〉 → U by
ϕ]uSL({p1, . . . , pn}) = ϕ(p1) unionsqU · · · unionsqU ϕ(pn)
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for all {p1, . . . , pn} ∈ Ifin(P ), where, if n = 0, the right hand side is to be understood as ⊥U ; ϕ]uSL
is indeed an upper semi-lattice homomorphism, since for each {p′1, . . . , p′n} ∈ Pfin |P | we have
ϕ]uSL(Max≤P {p′1, . . . , p′n}) = ϕ(p′1) unionsqU · · · unionsqU ϕ(p′n): if p′i ≤P p′j , then ϕ(p′i) ≤PO(U) ϕ(p′j), i.e.,
ϕ(p′i) unionsqU ϕ(p′j) = ϕ(p′j).
Then PO(ϕ]uSL)(ηuSLP (p)) = ϕ(p) and ϕ
]uSL is unique with this property.
7. The partial ordering of PO(uSL〈P 〉) on Ifin(P ) for a partial order P is called the lower or Hoare
ordering on Ifin(P ) which we denote by ⊆P ; it is explicitly given by
I ⊆P J ⇐⇒ Max≤P (I ∪ J) = J
⇐⇒ ∀p ∈ I . ∃q ∈ J . p ≤P q
for I, J ∈ Ifin(P ). It is ∅ ⊆P I for all I ∈ Ifin(P ).
The dual of the Hoare ordering is the upper or Smyth ordering ⊆P on Ifin(P ) defined by I ⊆P J if,
and only if, J ⊆P−1 I , where P−1 = (|P |,≥P ). Explicitly, the Smyth ordering is given by
I ⊆P J ⇐⇒ Min≤P (I ∪ J) = I
⇐⇒ ∀q ∈ J . ∃p ∈ I . p ≤P q
where Min≤P (S) is the set of minimal elements of S ⊆ |P |. In particular, the Smyth ordering also
induces a binary operation ∪P : Ifin(P )× Ifin(P )→ Ifin(P ) given by
I ∪P J = Min≤P (I ∪ J) ,
which is also associative, commutative, and idempotent. Here, I ∪P ∅ = I , i.e., ∅ is an absorptive
element for ∪P , and I ⊆P ∅ for all I ∈ Ifin(P ), i.e., ∅ is the greatest element of Ifin(P ) w.r.t. ⊆P .
The convex or Plotkin ordering on Ifin(P ) is defined by the intersection of ⊆P and ⊆P , which means
I (⊆P ∩ ⊆P ) J ⇐⇒ (∀p ∈ I . ∃q ∈ J . p ≤P q) ∧ (∀q ∈ J . ∃p ∈ I . p ≤P q)
for I, J ∈ Ifin(P ).
Finally, ∪P is monotonic w.r.t. ⊆P , and ∪P is monotonic w.r.t. ⊆P , i.e., for all I, J,K ∈ Ifin(P ),
I ⊆P J implies I ∪P K ⊆P J ∪P K ,
I ⊆P J implies I ∪P K ⊆P J ∪P K .
3. PARTIALLY ORDERED MONOIDS
8. A partially ordered monoid (X, ·, ε,≤) is given by a set X , a binary operation · : X ×X → X ,
a constant ε ∈ X , and a partial order relation≤ ⊆ X×X such that the following axioms are satisfied
for x, x′, y, y′, z ∈ X:
(1) (x · y) · z = x · (y · z)
(2) x · y = y · x
(3) x · ε = x
(4) if x ≤ x′ and y ≤ y′, then x · y ≤ x′ · y′
In words, (X, ·, ε) is a commutative monoid with unity ε and ≤ is monotone w.r.t. ·.
A partially ordered monoid homomorphism ϕ : M → N from a partially ordered monoid M =
(|M |, ·M , εM ,≤M) to a partially ordered monoid N = (|N |, ·N , εN ,≤N) is given by a map ϕ :
|M | → |N | such that for all m,n ∈ |M |:
(1) ϕ(m ·M n) = ϕ(m) ·N ϕ(n)
(2) ϕ(εM) = εN
(3) if m ≤M n, then ϕ(m) ≤N ϕ(n)
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The category poMon of partially ordered monoids has the partially ordered monoids as objects and
the partially ordered monoids homomorphisms as morphisms.
9. A partially ordered monoid M is a join monoid if for all m,n ∈ |M |
m ≤M m ·M n .
This requirement is equivalent to requiring that εM is the smallest element w.r.t. ≤M . Indeed, if
m ≤M m ·M n holds for all m,n ∈ |M |, then εM ≤M εM ·M n = n for all n ∈ |M |. Conversely, if
εM ≤M n for all n ∈ |M |, then m = m ·M εM ≤M m ·M n for all m,n ∈ |M | by the monotonicity
of ≤M .
Dually, a partially ordered monoid M is a meet monoid if for all m,n ∈ |M |
m ·M n ≤M m ,
and this requirement is equivalent to requiring that εM is the greatest element w.r.t. ≤M .
The full sub-categories of poMon having all join monoids respectively meet monoids as objects are
denoted by jMon and mMon, respectively.
There are functors
jMon : mMon→ jMon mMon : jMon→ mMon
jMon(M) = (|M |, ·M , εM ,≤−1M ) mMon(M) = (|M |, ·M , εM ,≤−1M )
jMon(ϕ : M → N) = ϕ mMon(ϕ : M → N) = ϕ
such that jMon ◦mMon = 1jMon and mMon ◦ jMon = 1mMon. Note that meet monoids have also
been referred to as partial valuation structures [3] or ic-monoids [4].
10. For a set X let Mfin(X) be the set of finite multisets over X . We write *x1, . . . , xm+ with
xi ∈ X for 1 ≤ i ≤ m or *l1x1, . . . , lnxn+ with xi ∈ X and li ∈ N for 1 ≤ i ≤ n for an element of
Mfin(X), T ∪− U for the multiset union of the multisets T and U , and T ⊆− U for the sub-multiset
relation, which is a partial ordering relation onMfin(X).
For a partial order P , the lower or Hoare ordering on Mfin |P | is the binary relation ⊆− P ⊆
(Mfin |P |)× (Mfin |P |) given by the transitive closure of
T ⊆− U implies T ⊆− P U ,
p ≤P q implies T ∪− *p+ ⊆− P T ∪− *q+ .
If T ⊆− P U , then T ∪− *r+ ⊆− P U ∪− *r+ for all r ∈ X , since this holds for both defining clauses of the
ordering.
For an element T = *l1x1, . . . , lnxn+ ∈Mfin(X) with l1, . . . , ln > 0, xi 6= xj for all 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n,
and n ≥ 0 let S(T ) = ⋃1≤i≤n{(j, xi) | 1 ≤ j ≤ li}.
LEMMA. T ⊆− P U if, and only if, there is an injective mapping f : S(T ) → S(U) with p ≤P q if
f(j, p) = (k, q) for all (j, p) ∈ S(T ).
Proof. Let first T ⊆− P U hold. Then there are an n > 1 and T1, . . . , Tn ∈ Mfin(X) such that
T1 = T , Tn = U , and either Ti ⊆− Ti+1 or Ti = T ′i ∪− *p+ and Ti+1 = T ′i ∪− *q+ with p ≤P q for all
1 ≤ i < n. For each 1 ≤ i < n there is a map fi : S(Ti) → S(Ti+1) as required in the claim as
follows: If Tn−1 ⊆− Tn, then we choose fi = 1S(Ti). If Ti = T ′i ∪− *p+ and Ti+1 = T ′i ∪− *q+ with
p ≤P q, then we choose fi = 1S(T ′i ) ∪ {(j, p) 7→ (k, q)} where j = |{l | (l, p) ∈ S(T ′i )}| + 1 and
k = |{l | (l, q) ∈ S(T ′i )}|+ 1. Then fn ◦ . . . ◦ f1 : S(T )→ S(U) as required in the claim.
For the converse, we prove that if f : S(T ) → S(U) is a mapping as required in the claim, then
T ⊆− P U by induction on the cardinality of S(T ). Let f : S(T )→ S(U) be given. If |S(T )| = 0, then*+ = T ⊆− U . Now let |S(T )| > 0 and let (j, p) ∈ S(T ) such that j is maximal. Then f(j, p) = (k, q)
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with p ≤P q. Define g : S(U) → S(U) \ {(k, q)} by g(l, r) = (l, r) if r 6= q or l < k, and
g(l, q) = (l − 1, q) if l > k. Let T ′, U ′ ∈ Mfin(X) be defined by T = T ′ ∪− *p+ and U = U ′ ∪− *q+.
Then S(T ′) = S(T ) \ {(j, p)} and f ′ : S(T ′) → S(U ′) defined by f ′(l, r) = g(f(l, r)) for all
(l, r) ∈ S(T ′) is an injective mapping as required in the claim. By induction hypothesis T ′ ⊆− P U ′
and thus, by the remark above, T = T ′ ∪− *p+ ⊆− P U ′ ∪− *p+ ⊆− P U ′ ∪− *q+ = U . 
We call such a map a witness for T ⊆− P U .
11. The relation ⊆− P is obviously transitive and reflexive on Mfin |P |. It is also antisymmetric:
Assume for a contradiction that there are T and U with T ⊆− P U and U ⊆− P T , but T 6= U and choose
an T with minimal cardinality satisfying this property. Then T 6= *+. Let f : S(T ) → S(U) and
g : S(U)→ S(T ) be witnessing maps for T ⊆− P U and U ⊆− P T . Choose an element (j, p) ∈ S(T )
such that p is maximal w.r.t. ≤P in T . Let f(j, p) = (k, q) ∈ S(U). Then p ≤P q. If p 6= q, there
would be a (j′, p′) ∈ S(T ) with p ≤P q ≤P p′ but p 6= p′ contradicting the maximality of p in T ;
thus f(j, p) = (k, p). Assume, without loss of generality, that j and k are maximal. Remove the
occurrence of p from T , obtaining T ′, and from U , obtaining U ′. Then T ′ ⊆− P U ′ and U ′ ⊆− P T ′, since
f ′ : S(T ′) → S(U ′) with f ′(x) = f(x) if x 6= (j, p) and g′ : S(U ′) → S(T ′) with g′(y) = g(y) if
y 6= (k, p) are witnessing maps, contradicting the minimality of T .
Furthermore, ∪− is associative and commutative; it is also monotonic w.r.t. ⊆− P , i.e., for all T, U, V ∈
Mfin |P |,
T ⊆− P U implies T ∪− V ⊆P U ∪− V ;
and *+ ⊆− P T for all T ∈Mfin |P |. Thus,
LEMMA. (Mfin |P |,∪−, *+,⊆− P ) is a join monoid. 
Define the functor jMon〈−〉 : PO→ jMon by
jMon〈P 〉 = (Mfin |P |,∪−, *+,⊆− P ) ,
jMon〈ϕ : P → Q〉 = λ*p1, . . . , pn+ ∈Mfin |P | . *ϕ(p1), . . . , ϕ(pn)+ .
12. Dually, the upper or Smyth ordering onMfin |P | is the binary relation ⊆− P ⊆ (Mfin |P |) ×
(Mfin |P |), defined by T ⊆− P U if, and only if, U ⊆− P−1 T ; more explicitly, the Smyth ordering on
Mfin |P | is given by the transitive closure of
T ⊆− U implies T ⊆− P U ,
p ≤P q implies T ∪− *p+ ⊆− P T ∪− *q+ ,
i.e., T ⊆− P U if, and only if, there is an injective mapping g : S(U) → S(T ) with p ≤P q if
g(k, q) = (j, p) for all (k, q) ∈ S(U); we call such a map a witness for T ⊆− P U . The relation ⊆− P is
also a partial ordering onMfin |P |, and, again, ∪− is monotonic w.r.t. ⊆− P , i.e.,
T ⊆− P U implies T ∪− V ⊆P U ∪− V ;
and T ⊆− P *+ for all T ∈Mfin |P |. Thus,
LEMMA. (Mfin |P |,∪−, *+,⊆− P ) is a meet monoid. 
This meet monoid over a partial order P does not show suprema of finite sets, in general: Consider
the partial order P = ({a, b, c}, {a < c, b < c}) (which does show suprema). In the meet monoid
(Mfin |P|,∪−, *+,⊆− P), we have*c+ ⊂− P *a+, *b+ ,*a, b+ ⊂− P *a+, *b+
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and no T ∈Mfin |P| exists with *a, b+, *c+ ⊂− P T ⊂− P *a+, *b+ since, e.g., for *c+ ⊂− P T , T can only
be *+ by the first rule (with *a, b+, *c+ ⊂− P *+), or *a+ or *b+ by the second rule; but *a+ and *b+ are
incomparable w.r.t. ⊆− P
Define the functor mMon〈−〉 : PO→ mMon by
mMon〈P 〉 = (Mfin |P |,∪−, *+,⊆− P ) ,
mMon〈ϕ : P → Q〉 = λ*p1, . . . , pn+ ∈Mfin |P | . *ϕ(p1), . . . , ϕ(pn)+ .
In particular, jMon〈P 〉 = jMon(mMon〈P−1〉) and mMon〈P 〉 = mMon(jMon〈P−1〉).
13. Finally, the convex or Plotkin ordering onMfin |P | is the intersection of ⊆− P and ⊆− P . Then
T (⊆− P ∩ ⊆− P ) U if, and only if, there is a bijective mapping h : S(T ) → S(U) with p ≤P q if
h(j, p) = (k, q) for all (j, p) ∈ S(T ); we again call such a map a witness for T (⊆− P ∩ ⊆− P ) U . The
relation ⊆− P ∩ ⊆− P is also a partial ordering onMfin |P |, and again ∪− is monotonic w.r.t. this ordering.
LEMMA. (Mfin |P |,∪−, *+,⊆− P ∩ ⊆− P ) is a partially ordered monoid. 
Define the functor poMon〈−〉 : PO→ poMon by
poMon〈P 〉 = (Mfin |P |,∪−, *+,⊆− P ∩ ⊆− P ) ,
poMon〈ϕ : P → Q〉 = λ*p1, . . . , pn+ ∈Mfin |P | . *ϕ(p1), . . . , ϕ(pn)+ .
14. Define the functor PO : poMon→ PO by
PO(M) = (|M |,≤M) ,
PO(ϕ : M → N) = ϕ .
For each P ∈ |PO| and each x ∈ {po, j ,m} define the partial order homomorphisms ηxMonP : P →
PO(xMon〈P 〉) by ηxMonP (p) = *p+. Then each ηxMon = (ηxMonP )P∈|PO| is a natural transformation
from 1PO to PO ◦xMon〈−〉.
Let x ∈ {po, j ,m}, P ∈ |PO|, M ∈ |xMon|, and ϕ : P → PO(M). Define ϕ]xMon : xMon〈P 〉 →
M by
ϕ]xMon(*p1, . . . , pn+) = ϕ(p1) ·M . . . ·M ϕ(pn)
for all *p1, . . . , pn+ ∈Mfin |P |, where, if n = 0, the right hand side is to be understood as εM .
Then for all x ∈ {po, j ,m}, PO(ϕ]xMon)(ηxMonP (p)) = ϕ(p) and all ϕ]xMon are unique with this
property.
15. Each upper semi-lattice can also be viewed as a join monoid. Indeed, define the functor
jMon : uSL→ jMon by
jMon(U) = (|U |,unionsqU ,⊥U ,≤U) ,
jMon(ϕ : U → V ) = ϕ .
In particular, by §5 and §7, for each partial order P , jMon(uSL〈P 〉) = (Ifin(P ),∪P , ∅,⊆P ) is a join
monoid.
3.1. Constructing Meet Monoids from Dags
16. Let G be a dag. Consider the single-predecessor lifting SPDG ⊆ (Mfin |G|)× (Mfin |G|) of G
to the finite multisetsMfin |G| over the elements of G, given by
T  SPDG T ∪− *g+ ,
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g →G h implies T ∪− *g+ SPDG T ∪− *h+ .
Then GSPD = (Mfin |G|, SPDG ) is a dag, where T  SPDG U expresses that U is worse than T . We
write ≤SPDG for ≥PO〈GSPD〉 = (( SPDG )∗)−1. Furthermore, ≤SPDG is monotonic w.r.t. multiset union
and thus (Mfin |G|,∪−, *+,≤SPDG ) is a meet monoid. We have
LEMMA. For each dag G, mMon〈PO〈G〉−1〉 ∼= (Mfin |G|,∪−, *+,≤SPDG ). 
17. Let G be a dag. Consider the transitive-predecessors lifting TPDG ⊆ (Mfin |G|)× (Mfin |G|)
of G to the finite multisetsMfin |G| over the elements of G, given by
T  TPDG T ∪− *g+ ,
g1, . . . , gn →∗G h implies T ∪− *g1, . . . , gn+ TPDG T ∪− *h+ .
Then GTPD = (Mfin |G|, TPDG ) is a dag; we write ≤TPDG for ≥PO〈GTPD〉 = (( TPDG )∗)−1. Further-
more, ≤TPDG is monotonic w.r.t. multiset union and thus (Mfin |G|,∪−, *+,≤TPDG ) is a meet monoid.
We have
LEMMA. Let G be a dag, let S1, S2 ∈ Pfin |G|, and let S¯1, S¯2 ∈ Mfin |G| be the finite multisets
corresponding to S1 and S2, respectively. Then
S¯1 ≤TPDG S¯2 implies MaxPO〈G〉(S2) ⊆PO〈G〉 MaxPO〈G〉(S1) .
Proof. Let S¯1 ≤TPDG S¯2 hold. It suffices to prove the claim for the two defining clauses for TPDG .
For the case that there is a g ∈ S1 such that S2 = S1 \ {g}, we have
MaxPO〈G〉(S2) = MaxPO〈G〉(S1 \ {g}) ⊆PO〈G〉 MaxPO〈G〉(S1) \ {g} ⊆PO〈G〉 MaxPO〈G〉(S1) .
For the case that there is an h ∈ S1 and g1, . . . , gn ∈ S2 with g1, . . . , gn →G h such that S2 =
(S1 \ {h}) ∪ {g1, . . . , gn}, we have
MaxPO〈G〉(S2) = MaxPO〈G〉(S1 ∪ {g1, . . . , gn}) \ {h} ⊆PO〈G〉
MaxPO〈G〉(S1) \ {h} ⊆PO〈G〉 MaxPO〈G〉(S1) ,
since h ∈ S1. 
The converse is in general wrong: Let G = ({g, h}, {(g, h)}), i.e., g →G h; then indeed we have
MaxPO〈G〉({g, h}) ⊆PO〈G〉 MaxPO〈G〉({h}), but *h+ 6≤TPDG *g, h+. However, if S2 ∈ Ifin(PO〈G〉),
then the converse follows from the map f : MaxPO〈G〉(S2) → MaxPO〈G〉(S1) witnessing S2 =
MaxPO〈G〉(S2) ⊆PO〈G〉 MaxPO〈G〉(S1).
3.2. Lexicographic Product of Meet Monoids
18. For a meet monoid M , define its set of collapsing elements by [3]
C(M) = {m ∈ |M | | ∃m1,m2 ∈ |M | .m1 <M m2 ∧m1 ·M m = m2 ·M m} .
EXAMPLE. Let P be a partial order.
(1) The set of collapsing elements of the meet monoid mMon〈P 〉 is empty: If T ⊂− P U , then
T ∪− *p+ = U ∪− *p+ for some p ∈ |P | would imply that T = U .
(2) The set of collapsing elements of the meet monoid mMon(jMon(uSL〈P 〉)) is Ifin(P ) \ {∅}: If
∅ 6= I ∈ Ifin(P ), then I ⊃P ∅, but ∅ ∪P I = I = I ∪P I . 
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Generalising the first example, if M is a strict meet monoid, i.e., m <M n implies m ·M o <M n ·M o
for all m,n, o ∈ |M |, then C(M) = ∅. Generalising the second example, all idempotent elements of
a meet monoid M which are different from εM are collapsing: If m ∈ |M | such that m 6= εM and
m ·M m = m, then m <M εM but m ·M m = m = εM ·M m.
LEMMA. |M | \ C(M) is closed under ·M .
Proof. We show that m ·M n ∈ C(M) if, and only if, m ∈ C(M) or n ∈ C(M): If m ∈ C(M)
or n ∈ C(M), then obviously m ·M n ∈ C(M). Conversely, if m ·M n ∈ C(M), then there are
m1,m2 ∈ |M | with m1 <M m2, and m1 ·M m ·M n = m2 ·M m ·M n; but if m /∈ C(M), then
m1 ·M m <M m2 ·M m, and if also n /∈ C(M), then m1 ·M m ·M n <M m2 ·M m ·M n. 
Note that in particular εM /∈ C(M) since m1 <M m2 implies m1 ·M εM <M m2 ·M εM . Thus,
(|M | \ C(M), ·M , εM ,≤M) forms a meet monoid.
19. A meet monoid M is bounded if |M | has a smallest element w.r.t. ≤M ; we denote this element
by ⊥M if it exists.
In a bounded meet monoid M it holds that m ·M ⊥M = ⊥M for all m ∈ |M |, i.e., ⊥M is an absorbing
element. Furthermore, ⊥M ∈ C(M). We call a bounded meet monoid weakly strict if m <M n
implies m ·M o <M n ·M o for all m,n ∈ |M | and ⊥M 6= o ∈ |M |.
Each meet monoid M which is not bounded can be lifted into a bounded meet monoid M⊥ =
(|M |unionmulti{⊥}, ·M⊥ , εM⊥ ,≤M⊥) settingm·M⊥⊥ = ⊥, εM⊥ = εM , and⊥ ≤M⊥ m for allm ∈ |M |unionmulti{⊥}.
20. Let M be a meet monoid and let N be a bounded meet monoid. Let
L = ((|M | \ C(M))× |N |) ∪ (C(M)× {⊥N}) .
Define the binary operation ·L : L× L→ L by
(m1, n1) ·L (m2, n2) = (m1 ·M m1, n1 ·N n2) .
This is well-defined: If (m1, n1) ∈ (|M | \ C(M)) × |N | and (m2, n2) ∈ C(M) × {⊥N}, then
m1 ·M m2 ∈ C(M), but also n2 = ⊥N and thus n1 ·N n2 = n1 ·N ⊥N = ⊥N . ·L inherits associativity
and commutativity from M and N .
Further define the element εL ∈ L by
εL = (εM , εN) ,
which is also well-defined, since εM /∈ C(M). Also (m,n) ·L εL = (m,n).
Finally, define the lexicographic ordering ≤L ⊆ L× L on L by
(m1, n1) ≤L (m2, n2) ⇐⇒ (m1 6= m2 and m1 ≤M m2) or (m1 = m2 and n1 ≤N n2) .
LEMMA. (L, ·L, εL,≤L) is a meet monoid.
Proof. Since (L, ·L, εL) is a commutative monoid, it only remains to show the monotonicity of ·L
w.r.t. ≤L. Let (m1, n1) ≤L (m2, n2) and an (m,n) ∈ L be given.
Case m1 <M m2: If not m1 ·M m <M m2 ·M m, i.e., m1 ·M m = m2 ·M m, then m ∈ C(M) and thus
n = ⊥N . Hence
(m1, n1) ·L (m,n) = (m1 ·M m,n1 ·N n) = (m1 ·M m,⊥N) =
(m2 ·M m,⊥N) = (m2 ·M m,n2 ·N n) = (m2, n2) ·L (m,n) .
Case m1 = m2 and n1 ≤N n2: Then m1 ·M m = m2 ·M m and n1 ·N n ≤N n2 ·N n. 
Let us write M nN for (L, ·L, εL,≤L).
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21. Let M and N be meet monoids such that N is bounded. Then C(M nN) = (C(M)×{⊥N})∪
((|M | \ C(M)) × C(N)). Indeed, let (m,n) ∈ C(M n N). Then there are (m1, n1), (m2, n2) ∈
|M n N | with (m1, n1) <MnN (m2, n2), i.e., m1 <M m2 or m1 = m2 and n1 <N n2, and
(m1, n1) ·MnN (m,n) = (m2, n2) ·MnN (m,n), i.e., m1 ·M m = m2 ·M m and n1 ·N n = n2 ·N n. If
m1 <M m2, then m ∈ C(M) and therefore n = ⊥N ; if m1 = m2, then n ∈ C(N). Conversely, let
first (m,n) ∈ C(M)×{⊥N}; then there arem1,m2 ∈ |M |withm1 <M m2 andm1 ·Mm = m2 ·Mm,
hence (m1,⊥N) <MnN (m2,⊥N) with (m1,⊥N) ·MnN (m,n) = (m2,⊥N) ·MnN (m,n). Now let
(m,n) ∈ (|M | \ C(M))× C(N); then there are n1, n2 ∈ |N | with n1 <N n2 and n1 ·N n = n2 ·N n,
hence (m,n1) <MnN (m,n2) with (m,n1) ·MnN (m,n) = (m,n2) ·MnN (m,n).
Abbreviate |M | \ C(M) by R(M). Then
|M nN | \ C(M nN) = R(M nN) =
((R(M)× |N |) ∪ (C(M)× {⊥N})) \ ((R(M)× C(N)) ∪ (C(M)× {⊥N})) =
R(M)×R(N) = (|M | \ C(M))× (|N | \ C(N)) .
Thus
|(M nN)nO| =
(R(M nN)× |O|) ∪ (C(M nN)× {⊥O}) =
(R(M)×R(N)× |O|) ∪ (R(M)× C(N)× {⊥O}) ∪ (C(M)× {(⊥N ,⊥O)}) =
(R(M)× ((R(N)× |O|) ∪ (C(N)× {⊥O}))) ∪ (C(M)× {⊥NnO}) =
(R(M)× |N nO|) ∪ (C(M)× {⊥NnO}) =
|M n (N nO)| ,
from which it follows that n is associative.
4. C-SEMIRINGS
22. A c-semiring [1] (X,⊕,⊗,0,1) is given by a setX , two binary operations⊗,⊕ : X×X → X ,
and two constants 0,1 ∈ X such that the following axioms are satisfied for all x, y, z ∈ X:
(1) (x⊕ y)⊕ z = x⊕ (y ⊕ z)
(2) x⊕ y = y ⊕ x
(3) x⊕ 1 = 1
(4) x⊕ 0 = x
(5) (x⊗ y)⊗ z = x⊗ (y ⊗ z)
(6) x⊗ y = y ⊗ x
(7) x⊗ 0 = 0
(8) x⊗ 1 = x
(9) x⊗ (y ⊕ z) = (x⊗ y)⊕ (x⊗ z)
In words, ⊕ is associative and commutative, has 1 as annihilator and 0 as neutral element; ⊗ is
associative and commutative, has 0 as annihilator and 1 as neutral element; and ⊗ distributes over ⊕.
A c-semiring homomorphism ϕ : A → B from a c-semiring A = (|A|,⊕A,⊗A,0A,1A) to a c-
semiring B = (|B|,⊕B,⊗B,0B,1B) is given by a map ϕ : |A| → |B| such that for all a1, a2 ∈ |A|:
(1) ϕ(a1 ⊕A a2) = ϕ(a1)⊕B ϕ(a2)
(2) ϕ(a1 ⊗A a2) = ϕ(a1)⊗B ϕ(a2)
(3) ϕ(0A) = 0B
(4) ϕ(1A) = 1B
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The category cSRng of c-semirings has the c-semirings as objects and the c-semiring homomorphisms
as morphisms.
23. In a c-semiring (X,⊕,⊗,0,1) the operation ⊕ is idempotent:
x⊕ x = (x⊗ 1)⊕ (x⊗ 1) = x⊗ (1⊕ 1) = x⊗ 1 = x .
Thus, there is a functor uSL : cSRng→ uSL, defined by
uSL(A) = (|A|,⊕A,0) ,
uSL(ϕ : A→ B) = ϕ .
For a c-semiring A, the thereby induced ordering ≤uSL(A), explicitly given by a ≤uSL(A) b if, and only
if, a⊕A b = b, will be written as A.
With this definition, for all a, b, c ∈ |A| it holds that
(1) 0 A a A 1;
(2) a A a⊕A b and b A a⊕A b;
(3) if a A c and b A c, then a⊕A b A c.
Also ⊕A is monotone w.r.t. A in both arguments, i.e.,
a A a′ and b A b′ implies a⊕A b A a′ ⊕A b′ .
24. In a c-semiring (X,⊕,⊗,0,1) the operation ⊗ is monotone w.r.t. the induced ordering , since
if x  x′, i.e., x⊕ x′ = x′, then
(x⊗ y)⊕ (x′ ⊗ y) = (x⊕ x′)⊗ y = x′ ⊗ y ,
i.e., x⊗ y  x′ ⊗ y, from which it follows that
x  x′ and y  y′ implies x⊗ y  x′ ⊗ y′ .
Furthermore, for all x, y ∈ X
x⊗ y  x and x⊗ y  y ,
since
(x⊗ y)⊕ x = (x⊗ y)⊕ (x⊗ 1) = x⊗ (y ⊕ 1) = x⊗ 1 = x .
Thus, there is a functor mMon : cSRng→ mMon, given by
mMon(A) = (|A|,⊗A,1A,A) ,
mMon(ϕ : A→ B) = ϕ .
Note that mMon(A) is a bounded meet monoid with ⊥mMon(A) = 0A.
25. Consider the c-semiring of boolean values B = ({⊥,>},∨,∧,⊥,>) where ∨ and ∧ have their
usual meaning.
LEMMA. B is initial in cSRng. 
26. Consider the c-semiring T = ({∗}, ·, ·, ∗, ∗) with ∗ · ∗ = ∗.
LEMMA. T is terminal in cSRng. 
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27. Let A = (|A|,⊕A,⊗A,0A,1A) and B = (|B|,⊕B,⊗B,0B,1B) be c-semirings. Define ⊕A×B,
⊗A×B : (|A| × |B|)× (|A| × |B|)→ |A| × |B| by
(a1, b1)⊕A×B (a2, b2) = (a1 ⊕A a2, b1 ⊕B b2)
(a1, b1)⊗A×B (a2, b2) = (a1 ⊗A a2, b1 ⊗B b2)
Then A×B = (|A| × |B|,⊕A×B,⊗A×B, (0A,0B), (1A,1B)) is a c-semiring.
Define pi1 : A× B → A by pi1(a, b) = a and pi2 : A× B → B by pi2(a, b) = b. Then pi1 and pi2 are
c-semiring homomorphisms. Furthermore, for any c-semiring C = (|C|,⊕C ,⊗C ,0C ,1C) and two
c-semiring homomorphisms ϕ1 : C → A and ϕ2 : C → B, the c-semiring homomorphism 〈ϕ1, ϕ2〉 :
C → A × B defined by 〈ϕ1, ϕ2〉(c) = (ϕ1(c), ϕ2(c)) is unique for the property ϕ1 = 〈ϕ1, ϕ2〉 ; pi1
and ϕ2 = 〈ϕ1, ϕ2〉 ; pi2.
LEMMA. cSRng has finite products. 
28. The collapsing elements C(A) of a c-semiring A are the collapsing elements of mMon(A).
A c-semiring A is total if for all a, a1, a2 ∈ |A|:
a1 ≺A a2 or a1 = a2 or a2 ≺A a1 .
Let A and B be c-semirings where A is total. Let L = ((|A| \ C(A))×|B|)∪ (C(A)×{0B}). Define
⊕AnB,⊗AnB : L× L→ L by
(a1, b1)⊕AnB (a2, b2) =

(a1, b1) if a2 ≺A a1
(a2, b2) if a1 ≺A a2
(a1, b1 ⊕B b2) if a1 = a2
,
(a1, b1)⊗AnB (a2, b2) = (a1 ⊗A a2, b1 ⊗B b2) .
Then (a, b)⊗AnB ((a1, b1)⊕AnB (a2, b2)) = ((a, b)⊗AnB (a1, b1))⊕AnB ((a, b)⊗AnB (a2, b2)) for
all (a, b), (a1, b1), (a2, b2) ∈ L, where the right hand side is (a⊗A a1, b⊗B b1)⊕AnB (a⊗a2, b⊗B b2):
If a1 = a2, then (a1, b1)⊕AnB (a2, b2) = (a1, b1⊕B b2) and a⊗A a1 = a⊗A a2, from which the claim
follows by the distributivity of ⊗B over ⊕B. If a2 ≺A a1 (the case a1 ≺A a2 is symmetric), then
(a1, b1)⊕AnB (a2, b2) = (a1, b1). If additionally a /∈ C(A), then a⊗A a2 ≺A a⊗A a1; if a ∈ C(A),
then b = 0B, and in both cases the claim follows.
Thus AnB = (L,⊕AnB,⊗AnB, (0A,0B), (1A,1B)) is a c-semiring, the lexicographic product of A
and B.
29. Let M be meet monoid. We write Ifin(M) for Ifin(PO(M)). Define the operations ·˜M , ∪˜M :
Ifin(M)× Ifin(M)→ Ifin(M) by
I ·˜M J = Max≤M{m ·M n | m ∈ I, n ∈ J} ,
I ∪˜M J = Max≤M (I ∪ J) .
LEMMA. (Ifin(M), ∪˜M , ·˜M , ∅, {εM}) is a c-semiring.
Proof. Let I, J,K ∈ Ifin(M).
The operation ∪˜M is associative and commutative and has ∅ as neutral element by §5. Furthermore,
I ∪˜M {εM} = {εM}, since εM is the greatest element of |M | w.r.t. ≤M .
For the associativity of ·˜M we have
I ·˜M (J ·˜M K) =
Max≤M{mI ·M mJK | mI ∈ I, mJK ∈ Max≤M{mJ ·M mK | mJ ∈ J, mK ∈ K}} =
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Max≤M{mI ·M mJ ·M mK | mI ∈ I, mJ ∈ J, mK ∈ K}} =
Max≤M{mIJ ·M mK | mIJ ∈ Max≤M{mI ·M mJ | mI ∈ I, mJ ∈ J}, mK ∈ K} =
(I ·˜M J) ·˜M K ,
since
Max≤M{m ·M n | m ∈ I, n ∈ Max≤M (X)} = Max≤M{m ·M n | m ∈ I, n ∈ X}
for all X ∈ Pfin |M |. Assume n ∈ X but n 6∈ Max≤M (X); then there exists some (maximal) n′ ∈ X
such that n <M n′; Since n ≤ n′ implies m ·M n ≤ m ·M n′ by the monotonicity of ·M , m ·M n′
Also ·˜M inherits commutativity from ·M ; I ·˜M ∅ = ∅ by definition; and I ·˜M {εM} = I , since εM is
neutral in M .
Finally, ·˜M distributes over ∪˜M :
I ·˜M (J ∪˜M K) =
Max≤M{mI ·M mJK | mI ∈ I, mJK ∈ Max≤M (J ∪K)} =
Max≤M{mI ·M mJK | mI ∈ I, mJK ∈ J ∪K} =
Max≤M ({mI ·M mJ | mI ∈ I, mJ ∈ J} ∪ {mI ·M mK | mI ∈ I, mK ∈ K}) =
Max≤M (Max≤M{mI ·M mJ | mI ∈ I, mJ ∈ J} ∪
Max≤M{mI ·M mK | mI ∈ I, mK ∈ K}) =
(I ·˜M J) ∪˜M (I ·˜M K) ,
since
Max≤M (I ∪Max≤M (X)) = Max≤M (I ∪X)
for all X ∈ Pfin |M |. 
Let ϕ : M → N be a meet monoid homomorphism. For X ∈ Pfin |M |, we have
Max≤N (ϕ(Max≤M (X))) = Max≤N (ϕ(X)) .
Indeed, on the one hand, Max≤N (ϕ(Max≤M (X))) ⊆ Max≤N (ϕ(X)), since Max≤M (X) ⊆ X .
For Max≤N (ϕ(X)) ⊆ Max≤N (ϕ(Max≤M (X))) it suffices to show that for each n ∈ ϕ(X) there
is an n′ ∈ ϕ(Max≤M (X)) such that n ≤M n′. Thus, let n ∈ ϕ(X), i.e., n = ϕ(m) for some
m ∈ X . Then there is an m′ ∈ Max≤M (X) with m ≤M m′, hence n = ϕ(m) ≤N ϕ(m′), and
ϕ(m′) ∈ ϕ(Max≤M (X)).
Define the functor cSRng〈−〉 : mMon→ cSRng by
cSRng〈M〉 = (Ifin(M), ∪˜M , ·˜M , ∅, {εM}) ,
cSRng〈ϕ : M → N〉 = λ{m1, . . . ,mk} ∈ Ifin(M) . Max≤N{ϕ(m1), . . . , ϕ(mk)} .
Indeed, cSRng〈ϕ : M → N〉 is a c-semiring homomorphism from cSRng〈M〉 to cSRng〈N〉:
cSRng〈ϕ〉(∅) = ∅ ,
cSRng〈ϕ〉({εM}) = {ϕ(εM)} = {εN} ,
cSRng〈ϕ〉(I1 ∪˜M I2) = cSRng〈ϕ〉(Max≤M (I1 ∪ I2)) =
Max≤N (ϕ(Max≤M (I1 ∪ I2))) = Max≤N (ϕ(I1 ∪ I2)) = Max≤N (ϕ(I1) ∪ ϕ(I2)) =
cSRng〈ϕ〉(I1) ∪˜N cSRng〈ϕ〉(I2) ,
cSRng〈ϕ〉(I1 ·˜M I2) = cSRng〈ϕ〉(Max≤M{m1 ·M m2 | m1 ∈ I1, m2 ∈ I2})) =
Max≤N (ϕ(Max≤M{m1 ·M m2 | m1 ∈ I1, m2 ∈ I2})) =
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Max≤N{ϕ(m1 ·M m2) | m1 ∈ I1, m2 ∈ I2} =
Max≤N{ϕ(m1) ·N ϕ(m2) | m1 ∈ I1, m2 ∈ I2} =
Max≤N{n1 ·N n2 | n1 ∈ ϕ(I1), n2 ∈ ϕ(I2)} =
cSRng〈ϕ〉(I1) ·˜N cSRng〈ϕ〉(I2) .
30. For each M ∈ |mMon|, define ηcSRngM : M → mMon(cSRng〈M〉) by ηcSRngM (m) = {m}.
Then ηcSRng = (ηcSRngM )M∈|mMon| is a natural transformation from 1mMon to mMon ◦ cSRng〈−〉.
Let M ∈ |mMon|, A ∈ |cSRng|, and ϕ : M → mMon(A). Define ϕ]cSRng : cSRng〈M〉 → A by
ϕ]cSRng({m1, . . . ,mn}) = ϕ(m1)⊕A · · · ⊕A ϕ(mn)
for all {m1, . . . ,mn} ∈ Ifin(M), where, if n = 0, the right hand side is to be understood as 0A;
ϕ]cSRng is indeed a c-semiring homomorphism, since for each {m′1, . . . ,m′n} ∈ Pfin |M | we have
ϕ]cSRng(Max≤M{m′1, . . . ,m′n}) = ϕ(m′1) ⊕A · · · ⊕A ϕ(m′n): if m′i ≤M m′j then ϕ(m′i) ≤mMon(A)
ϕ(m′j), i.e., ϕ(m
′
i) A ϕ(m′j), and thus ϕ(m′i)⊕A ϕ(m′j) = ϕ(m′j).
Then mMon(ϕ]cSRng)(ηcSRngM (m)) = ϕ(m) and ϕ
]cSRng is unique with this property.
5. SOFT CONSTRAINTS
31. We redefine essential notions introduced in [5]. A constraint domain (X,D) is given by a set
X of variables and a family D = (Dx)x∈X of variable domains where each Dx is a set. A constraint
domain (X,D) is finite if X and
⋃
x∈X Dx are finite.
A valuation for a constraint domain (X,D) is a dependent map v ∈ Πx ∈ X .Dx, i.e., v(x) ∈ Dx;
we abbreviate Πx ∈ X .Dx by [X → D].
A constraint c over a constraint domain (X,D), or (X,D)-constraint, is given by a map c : [X →
D]→ B. We also write v |= c for c(v) = tt .
32. Given a constraint domain (X,D) and a c-semiring G, a G-soft constraint γ over (X,D), or
(X,D)-G-soft constraint, is given by a map γ : [X → D] → |G|. In particular, a constraint over
(X,D) can be considered a B-soft constraint over (X,D).
Let Γ be a finite set of (X,D)-G-soft constraints. For a v ∈ [X → D] let the solution degree for Γ of
v be
Γ(v) =
⊗
G{γ(v) | γ ∈ Γ} .
Define a binary relation ≤Γ ⊆ [X → D]× [X → D] by
v ≤Γ w ⇐⇒ Γ(v) G Γ(w) ,
meaning that valuation w is a better solution for Γ than the valuation v.
The maximum solution degrees of Γ are given by
Γ∗ = MaxG{Γ(v) | v ∈ [X → D]} ,
and the maximum solutions by
Max≤Γ [X → D] = {v ∈ [X → D] | Γ(v) ∈ Γ∗} .
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33. For a constraint domain (X,D) we fix an extended constraint domain (X,D?) setting D? =
(D?x)x∈X with D
?
x = Dx unionmulti {?}, where ? is fresh.
A valuation p ∈ Πx ∈ X .D?x = [X → D?] is called a partial valuation for (X,D).
The domain of definition def(p) of a partial valuation p for (X,D) is the set {x ∈ X | p(x) 6= ?}. For
p, q ∈ [X → D?], we write p v q if x ∈ def(p) implies x ∈ def(q) and q(x) = p(x) for each x ∈ X;
by p↑ we denote the set {v ∈ [X → D] | p v v} of (X,D)-valuations.
34. An (X,D?)-G-soft constraint ω : [X → D?] → |G| is bounding if ω(v) G ω(p) for all
p ∈ [X → D?] and v ∈ p↑. A bounding (X,D?)-G-soft constraint ω is tight for a finite set of
(X,D)-G-soft constraints Γ if ω(v) = Γ(v) for all v ∈ [X → D].
A pair (pi, ω) of (X,D?)-G-soft constraints forms a bounding pair if ω is bounding and for each
p{x 7→ d} ∈ [X → D?] there is a v ∈ p↑ with pi(p{x 7→ d}) G ω(v); a bounding pair (pi, ω) is
tight for a finite set of (X,D)-G-soft constraints Γ if ω is tight for Γ.
For a bounding pair (pi, ω) of (X,D?)-G-soft constraints the following “branch & bound” algorithm
maxSolDegs(pi,ω) computes, given a partial valuation p ∈ [X → D?] and a finite set of lower bounds
L ⊆ |G| (which we assume to contain only elements which are pairwise incomparable w.r.t. G),
the maximum degrees in L ∪ {ω(v) | v ∈ p↑} w.r.t. G, i.e., in particular, if p = (λx ∈ X . ?) and
L = ∅, the maximum degrees in {ω(v) | v ∈ [X → D]}:
Assume: – (X,D) finite constraint domain
– G c-semiring
– (pi, ω) bounding pair of (X,D?)-G-soft constraints
In: – p ∈ [X → D?] partial valuation for (X,D)
– L ⊆ |G| finite and pairwise incomparable w.r.t. G
Return: MaxG(L ∪ ω(p↑))
maxSolDegs(pi,ω)(p, L) ≡
if ∀x ∈ X . p(x) 6= ?
then return MaxG(L ∪ {ω(p)})
x← choose {x ∈ X | p(x) = ?}
L← MaxG(L ∪ {pi(p{x 7→ d}) | d ∈ Dx})
for d ∈ Dx
do if ¬∃l ∈ L . ω(p{x 7→ d}) G l
then L← maxSolDegs(pi,ω)(p{x 7→ d}, L) fi od
return L
We prove the claim that
maxSolDegs(pi,ω)(p, L) = Max
G(L ∪ ω(p↑))
by a first induction on the cardinality n of {x ∈ X | p(x) = ?}. If n = 0, i.e., p ∈ [X → D], then
maxSolDegs(pi,ω)(p, L) = Max
G(L ∪ {ω(p)}) and {ω(p)} = ω(p↑). If n > 0, then let x ∈ X with
p(x) = ?, and let d1, . . . , dr be an enumeration of Dx. Let P = {pi(p{x 7→ di}) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r} and
define
L0 = Max
G(L ∪ P ) ,
and inductively
Lk =
{
Lk−1 if ∃l ∈ Lk−1 . ω(p{x 7→ dk}) G l
maxSolDegsω(p{x 7→ dk}, Lk−1) otherwise
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for 1 ≤ k ≤ r. We prove the sub-claim that
Lk = Max
G(L ∪ P ∪⋃1≤j≤k ω(p{x 7→ dj}↑))
for all 0 ≤ k ≤ r by a second induction on k: For k = 0, L0 = MaxG(L∪P ) by definition. For k >
0, let there first be an l ∈ Lk−1 with ω(p{x 7→ dk}) G l. Since ω(v) G ω(p{x 7→ dk}) G l for all
v ∈ p{x 7→ dk}↑ and l ∈ Lk−1 = MaxG(L∪P∪
⋃
1≤i≤k−1 ω(p{x 7→ di}↑)) by the second induction
hypothesis, the sub-claim follows. Otherwise, if no such l ∈ Lk−1 exists, maxSolDegsω(p{x 7→
dk}, Lk−1) = MaxG(Lk−1 ∪ ω(p{x 7→ dk}↑)) by the first induction hypothesis, which is applicable
since, by the second induction hypothesis, Lk−1 = MaxG(L ∪ P ∪
⋃
1≤i≤k−1 ω(p{x 7→ di}↑)), and
hence Lk−1 is pairwise incomparable w.r.t. G; therefore,
Lk = maxSolDegsω(p{x 7→ dk}, Lk−1) =
MaxG(Lk−1 ∪ ω(p{x 7→ dk}↑)) =
MaxG((MaxG(L ∪ P ∪⋃1≤i≤k−1 ω(p{x 7→ di}↑))) ∪ ω(p{x 7→ dk}↑)) =
MaxG(L ∪ P ∪⋃1≤i≤k ω(p{x 7→ di}↑)) ,
which establishes the sub-claim. Thus, Lr = MaxG(L∪P∪
⋃
1≤i≤r ω(p{x 7→ di}↑)) = MaxG(L∪
ω(p↑)) = maxSolDegsω(p, L), since d1, . . . , dr is an enumeration of Dx and for each 1 ≤ i ≤ r
there is a v ∈ p↑ with pi(p{x 7→ di}) G ω(v), which yields the claim.
In particular, if (Γ?,Γ?) is a tight bounding pair of (X,D?)-G-soft constraints for a finite set of
(X,D)-G-soft constraints Γ, then
maxSolDegs(Γ?,Γ?)(λx ∈ X . ?, ∅) = MaxG(∅ ∪ Γ?((λx ∈ X . ?)↑)) =
MaxG{Γ?(v) | v ∈ [X → D]} = MaxG{Γ(v) | v ∈ [X → D]} = Γ∗ .
35. Given a meet monoid M and a constraint domain (X,D), an M -soft constraint presentation µ
over (X,D), or (X,D)-M -soft constraint presentation, is given by a map µ : [X → D]→ |M |.
Each (X,D)-M -soft constraint presentation induces an (X,D)-cSRng〈M〉-soft constraint ηcSRngM ◦µ
(viz., (ηcSRngM ◦ µ)(v) = {µ(v)}).
Let M be a finite set of (X,D)-M -soft constraint presentations. Then⊗
cSRng〈M〉{ηcSRngM (µ(v)) | µ ∈ M} = {
∏
M{µ(v) | µ ∈ M}} ,
and thus
v ≤ηcSRngM ◦M w ⇐⇒ {
∏
M{µ(v) | µ ∈ M}} cSRng〈M〉 {
∏
M{µ(w) | µ ∈ M}} ⇐⇒∏
M{µ(v) | µ ∈ M} ≤M
∏
M{µ(w) | µ ∈ M} .
We write cSRng〈M〉 for the set of (X,D)-cSRng〈M〉-soft constraints {ηcSRngM ◦ µ | µ ∈ M}.
In analogy to the notions for soft constraints, we define the solution degree for a v ∈ [X → D] by
M(v) =
∏
M{µ(v) | µ ∈ M} ,
and the maximum solution degrees by
M∗ = Max≤M{M(v) | v ∈ [X → D]} .
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36. The algorithm maxSolDegs(pi,ω) for a bounding pair (pi, ω) of (X,D?)-G-soft constraints from
§34 in fact also works under the assumptions that (X,D) is a constraint domain, M is a meet monoid,
and α and ζ are (X,D?)-M -soft constraint representations, such that (ηcSRngM ◦ α, ηcSRngM ◦ ζ) is a
bounding pair. We call (α, ζ) itself a bounding pair if ζ(v) ≤M ζ(p) for all p ∈ [X → D?] and
v ∈ p↑, and if for each p{x 7→ d} ∈ [X → D?] there is a v ∈ p↑ such that α(p{x 7→ d}) ≤M ζ(v).
Assume: – (X,D) finite constraint domain
– M meet monoid
– (α, ζ) bounding pair of (X,D?)-M -soft constraint presentations
In: – p ∈ [X → D?] partial valuation for (X,D)
– L ⊆ |M | finite and pairwise incomparable w.r.t. ≤M
Return: Max≤M (L ∪ ζ(p↑))
maxSolDegs(α,ζ)(p, L) ≡
if ∀x ∈ X . p(x) 6= ?
then return Max≤M (L ∪ {ζ(p)}) fi
x← choose {x ∈ X | p(x) = ?}
L← Max≤M (L ∪ {α(p{x 7→ d}) | d ∈ Dx})
for d ∈ Dx
do if ¬∃l ∈ L . ζ(p{x 7→ d}) ≤M l
then L← maxSolDegs(α,ζ)(p{x 7→ d}, L) fi od
return L
Note that maxSolDegs(α,ζ)(p, L) = L⊕cSRng〈M〉 Max≤M ζ(p↑).
A bounding pair (α, ζ) of (X,D?)-M -soft constraint presentations is tight for a finite set of (X,D)-
M -soft constraint presentations M if ζ(v) = M(v) for all v ∈ [X → D?]. For a tight bounding pair
(M?,M
?) for a finite set of (X,D)-M -soft constraint presentations M we again obtain
maxSolDegs(M?,M?)(λx ∈ X . ?, ∅) = Max≤M{M(v) | v ∈ [X → D]} = M∗ .
6. CONSTRAINT HIERARCHIES
37. A constraint hierarchy [2] H = (Ck)1≤k≤n over a constraint domain (X,D), or (X,D)-
constraint hierarchy, is given by a family of sets of (X,D)-constraints. The constraints in level
1 ≤ k ≤ n are considered as strictly more important than the constraints in level k + 1. An
(X,D)-constraint hierarchy is finite if
⋃
1≤k≤nCk is finite.
Let H = (Ck)1≤k≤n be a finite (X,D)-constraint hierarchy, let W = (Mi)1≤k≤n be a corresponding
family of meet monoids, and let for each 1 ≤ k ≤ n and each c ∈ Ck, µ(c) be an (X,D)-Mk-soft
constraint presentation. We call H = (Mk)1≤k≤n with Mk = {µ(c) | c ∈ Ck} for 1 ≤ k ≤ n
a (X,D)-W -soft constraint hierarchy presentation. For a v ∈ [X → D] the solution degree for
(Mk)1≤k≤n of v is defined to be (Mk(v))1≤k≤n. Define a binary relation <H ⊆ [X → D]× [X → D]
by
v <H w ⇐⇒ ∃1 ≤ k ≤ n . (∀1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 .Mi(v) = Mi(w)) ∧Mk(v) <Mk Mk(w) ,
saying that the valuation w is strictly better than the valuation v, and denote its reflexive closure on
[X → D] by ≤H, which is the lexicographic order on the set {(Mk(v))1≤k≤n | v ∈ [X → D]}. In
particular,
v ≤H w ⇐⇒ (Mk(v))1≤k≤n ≤M1n...nMn (Mk(w))1≤k≤n
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if, on the one hand, every Mk is a bounded meet monoid for all 2 ≤ k ≤ n, and, on the other hand,
Mk(v),Mk(w) /∈ C(Mk) for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n, or, equivalently, if µ(c)(v), µ(c)(w) /∈ C(Mk) for each
c ∈ Ck, 1 ≤ k ≤ n. The first requirement, that each Mk is bounded, can be achieved by moving from
Mk to its lifted variant (Mk)⊥.
38. Consider a single level k of a finite (X,D)-constraint hierarchy H = (Ck)1≤k≤n, and let
C = Ck. The locally-predicate-better (LPB) comparator for C corresponds to requiring
v <LPBC w ⇐⇒ {c ∈ C | w 6|= c} ⊆ {c ∈ C | v 6|= c} .
This can be expressed by choosing the meet monoid M = (Pfin(C),∪, ∅,⊇) and the set of (X,D)-
M -soft constraint representations M = {µ(c) | c ∈ C} with µ(c)(v) = {c} if v 6|= c and µ(c)(v) = ∅
otherwise, for each c ∈ C. However, all elements of M are idempotent, and thus the collapsing
elements of M are Pfin(C) \ {∅}. Hence, M is not suitable for a lexicographic product.
Choosing instead the meet monoid N = (Mfin(C),∪−, *+, ⊆− ) which has no collapsing elements and
the set of (X,D)-N -soft constraint representations N = {ν(c) | c ∈ C} with ν(c)(v) = *c+ if v 6|= c
and ν(c)(v) = *+ otherwise, for each c ∈ C, deviates this situation, since we have
M(v) ≤M M(w) ⇐⇒ N(v) ≤N N(w)
for all v, w ∈ [X → D].
39. A weighting for a set C of (X,D)-constraints is given by a function g : C × [X → D]→ R≥0
with g(c, v) = 0 if v |= c for v ∈ [X → D] and c ∈ C.
We consider the following level weightings for a level k of a finite (X,D)-constraint hierarchy
H = (Ck)1≤k≤n, letting C = Ck:
– Weighted sum: W (v) =
∑
c∈C g(c, v).
– Least squares: W (v) =
√∑
c∈C g(c, v)
2.
– Worst case: W (v) = max{g(c, v) | c ∈ C}.
Each of these level weightings W induces a relation ≤WC ⊆ [X → D] × [X → D] on valuations
defined by
v ≤WC w ⇐⇒ W (w) ≤ W (v) ,
where ≤ is the usual order over the real numbers.
Let R = (R≥0,⊗, 0,≥) be a meet monoid (where ≤ is the usual order over the real numbers) and let
g : C × [X → D] → R≥0 be a weighting for C. Consider WR(v) =
⊗
c∈C g(c, v). Then we have
the following correspondences:
– Weighted sum: r ⊗ s = r + s.
– Least squares: r ⊗ s = √r2 + s2.
– Worst case: r ⊗ s = max{r, s}.
For any p > 0, r⊗s = (rp+sp)1/p is strictly monotonic in both arguments and thus the corresponding
R has no collapsing elements, which covers the cases of weighted sum and least squares.
In the case of worst case, C(R) = R≥0 \ {0}, since ⊗ is idempotent. Assume that C has three
different constraints c1, c2, and c3; that there are valuations v1 violating only c1, v2 violating only
c2, v13 violating exactly c1 and c3, and v23 violating exactly c2 and c3; that g(c, v) = 0 if, and only
if, c ∈ {c1, c2, c3} is satisfied by v ∈ {v1, v2, v13, v23}; and that the weightings are independent of
the valuation, i.e., g(c1, v1) = g(c1, v13) and g(c2, v2) = g(c2, v23) and g(c3, v13) = g(c3, v23). Also
assume that the level weightings for the valuations v1, v2, v13, and v23 for the worst case are related by
WR(v1) = g(c1, v1) > g(c2, v2) = WR(v2) ,
WR(v13) = max{g(c1, v13), g(c3, v13)} = max{g(c2, v23), g(c3, v23)} = WR(v23) .
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Any set of (X,D)-M -soft constraint representations M = {µ(c) | c ∈ C} reflecting the ordering
induced by WR on valuations, i.e., M(v) ≤M M(w) ⇐⇒ WR(w) ≤ WR(v), would thus have µ(c3)
as collapsing element in M .
7. CONSTRAINT RELATIONSHIPS
40. A constraint relationship over a constraint domain (X,D), or (X,D)-constraint relationship,
is given by a dag C, where |C| is a set of (X,D)-constraints. We think of a constraint c′ ∈ |C| as
more important than another constraint c ∈ |C| if c→C c′. An (X,D)-constraint relationship C is
finite if |C| is finite.
41. Let C be an (X,D)-constraint relationship and let M be a meet monoid with a partial order
homomorphism ϕ : PO〈C〉 → PO(M). For each c ∈ |C|, define the (X,D)-M -soft constraint
representation cM,ϕ : [X → D]→ |M | by
cM,ϕ(v) =
{
ϕ(c) if v 6|= c
εM otherwise
.
We write CM,ϕ for the set of (X,D)-M -soft constraint presentations {cM,ϕ | c ∈ |C|}.
EXAMPLE. Let C be a finite constraint relationship over (X,D).
(1) We first consider the single-predecessor lifiting introduced in §16.
Let MC = mMon(jMon〈PO〈C〉〉) = mMon〈PO〈C〉−1〉 and define mC : PO〈C〉 → PO(MC) by
mC(c) = η
mMon
PO〈C〉−1(c) = *c+; in particular εMC = *+. Then for v, w ∈ [X → D]
v ≤cSRng〈CMC,mC 〉 w ⇐⇒∏
MC
{cMC ,mC (v) | c ∈ |C|} ≤MC
∏
MC
{cMC ,mC (w) | c ∈ |C|} ⇐⇒*c | v 6|= c, c ∈ |C|+ ⊆− PO〈C〉−1 *c | w 6|= c, c ∈ |C|+ ⇐⇒*c | w 6|= c, c ∈ |C|+ ⊆− PO〈C〉 *c | v 6|= c, c ∈ |C|+ .
Thus, w is considered a better solution if each constraint that is not satisfied by w can be paired off
with a constraint that is not satisfied by v and which is more important.
(2) We now consider the transitive-predecessors lifiting introduced in §17.
Let UC = mMon(jMon(uSL〈PO〈C〉〉)) and define uC : PO〈C〉 → PO(UC) by uC(c) = {c}; in
particular, εUC = ∅. Then for v, w ∈ [X → D]
v ≤cSRng〈CUC,uC 〉 w ⇐⇒∏
UC
{cUC ,uC (v) | c ∈ |C|} ≤UC
∏
UC
{cUC ,uC (w) | c ∈ |C|} ⇐⇒
Max≤C{c | v 6|= c, c ∈ |C|} ⊇PO〈C〉 Max≤C{c | w 6|= c, c ∈ |C|} ⇐⇒
Max≤C{c | w 6|= c, c ∈ |C|} ⊆PO〈C〉 Max≤C{c | v 6|= c, c ∈ |C|} ⇐⇒
∀c ∈ {cw ∈ |C| | w 6|= cw} .∃c′ ∈ {cv ∈ |C| | v 6|= cv} . c ≤PO〈C〉 c′ .
Thus, w is considered a better solution if each constraint that is not satisfied by w can be covered by a
constraint that is not satisfied by v and which is more important. 
42. The scope of a constraint c over a constraint domain (X,D) is given by the set of variables it
depends on, i.e.,
sc(c) = {x ∈ X | ∃v ∈ [X → D], d1 6= d2 ∈ Dx . c(v{x 7→ d1}) 6= c(v{x 7→ d2})} .
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For a partial valuation p ∈ [X → D?], we write p 6|= c if sc(c) ⊆ def(p) and v 6|= c for some v ∈ p↑
(which is well-defined, since then c only depends on variables that are in the domain of definition of
p).
Let C be a finite constraint relationship over (X,D), let M be a meet monoid, and let ϕ : PO〈C〉 →
PO(M). Define αM,ϕ, ζM,ϕ : [X → D?]→ |M | by
αM,ϕ(p) =
∏
M{ϕ(c) | c ∈ |C|, sc(c) ⊆ def(p), p 6|= c} ·M
∏
M{ϕ(c) | sc(c) 6⊆ def(p)} ,
ζM,ϕ(p) =
∏
M{ϕ(c) | c ∈ |C|, sc(c) ⊆ def(p), p 6|= c} .
LEMMA. (αM,ϕ, ζM,ϕ) is a tight bounding pair of (X,D?)-M -soft constraint presentations for CM,ϕ.
Proof. For a p ∈ [X → D?] let V (p) = {c ∈ |C| | sc(c) ⊆ def(p), p 6|= c} and W (p) = {c ∈ |C| |
sc(c) 6⊆ def(p)}. Then αM,ϕ(p) =
∏
M ϕ(V (p)) ·M
∏
M ϕ(W (p)) and ζM,ϕ(p) =
∏
M ϕ(V (p)) for
all p ∈ [X → D?].
Let p ∈ [X → D?] and v ∈ p↑ be given. Then V (p) ⊆ V (v), and thus ζM,ϕ(v) ≤M ζM,ϕ(p): For a
c ∈ V (p), i.e., sc(c) ⊆ def(p) and p 6|= c, also c ∈ V (v), since v ∈ p↑ and thus v 6|= c.
Now let p′ = p{x 7→ d} ∈ [X → D?] and let v ∈ p↑ be arbitrary. Then V (v) ⊆ V (p′) ∪W (p′), and
thus αM,ϕ(p′) ≤M ζM,ϕ(v): Let c ∈ V (v), i.e., v 6|= c. If sc(c) ⊆ def(p′), then p′ 6|= c, and hence
c ∈ V (p′); otherwise c ∈ W (p′).
Finally, ζM,ϕ(v) = CM,ϕ(v) and thus (αM,ϕ, ζM,ϕ) is tight for CM,ϕ. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the constraint domain (X,D) given by
X = {x, y, z} ,
Dx = Dy = Dz = {1, 2, 3}
as well as the constraint relationship C = ({c1, c2, c3}, {(c2, c1), (c3, c1)}), i.e., c2 →C c1 and
c3 →C c1, with
c1 : x + 1 = y ,
c2 : z = y + 2 ,
c3 : x + y ≤ 3 .
Let MC = mMon〈PO〈C〉−1〉 and mC = ηmMonPO〈C〉−1 . Then
αMC,mC(p) = *c ∈ |C| | sc(c) ⊆ def(p), p 6|= c+ ∪− *c ∈ |C| | sc(c) 6⊆ def(p)+ ,
ζMC,mC(p) = *c ∈ |C| | sc(c) ⊆ def(p), p 6|= c+ ,
such that, for example,
αMC,mC({x 7→ 1, y 7→ 1, z 7→ ?}) = *c1, c2+ , ζMC,mC({x 7→ 1, y 7→ 1, z 7→ ?}) = *c1+ ,
αMC,mC({x 7→ 1, y 7→ 2, z 7→ ?}) = *c2+ , ζMC,mC({x 7→ 1, y 7→ 2, z 7→ ?}) = *+ ,
αMC,mC({x 7→ 2, y 7→ 3, z 7→ ?}) = *c2, c3+ , ζMC,mC({x 7→ 2, y 7→ 3, z 7→ ?}) = *c3+ ;
in particular
ζMC,mC({x 7→ 1, y 7→ 1, z 7→ ?}) = *c1+ <MC *c2+ = αMC,mC({x 7→ 1, y 7→ 2, z 7→ ?}) .
We abbreviate αMC,mC by α and ζMC,mC by ζ. We follow an execution of maxSolDegs(α,ζ)({x 7→
?, y 7→ ?, z 7→ ?}, ∅), choosing the variables x, y, and z in this order and running through {1, 2, 3} in
the natural order; we select x and y first, since sc(c1) = {x, y} and c1 is the top element in C.
The first step in evaluating maxSolDegs(α,ζ)(λx ∈ X . ?, ∅) is to evaluate maxSolDegs(α,ζ)({x 7→
1, y 7→ ?, z 7→ ?}, *c1, c2, c3+), since
α((λx ∈ X . ?){x 7→ d}) = *c1, c2, c3+ ,
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for all d ∈ {1, 2, 3} and ζ((λx .X){x 7→ 1}) = *+; which leads to the following graph:
1, ?, ?*c1, c2, c3+*+
1, 1, ?*c1, c2+*c1+
1, 2, ?*c2+*+
1, 2, 1*c2+*c2+
1, 2, 2*c2+*c2+
1, 2, 3*c2+*c2+
1, 3, ?*c1, c2, c3+*c1, c3+
*c1, c2, c3+
*c2+ *c2+ *c2+
*c2+ *c2+ *c2+
The annotations on the solid edges represent the current values of the lower bound set L, where
we have omitted the set braces. Each node gives the respective partial valuation p for x, y, and z
at the top, α(p) in the middle, and ζ(p) at the bottom. Doubly outlined nodes represent calls to
maxSolDegs(α,ζ)(p, L); singly outlined nodes represent the successful test whether ζ(p) already is
dominated by a lower bound in L. Finally, the dashed edges show the flow of the lower bounds.
Thus, maxSolDegs(α,ζ)({x 7→ 1, y 7→ ?, z 7→ ?}, ∅) = {*c2+}, and maxSolDegs(α,ζ)({x 7→ 2, y 7→
?, z 7→ ?}, {*c2+}) is executed:
2, ?, ?*c1, c2, c3+*+
2, 1, ?*c1, c2+*c1+
2, 2, ?*c1, c2, c3+*c1, c3+
2, 3, ?*c2, c3+*c3+
2, 3, 1*c2, c3+*c2, c3+
2, 3, 2*c2, c3+*c2, c3+
2, 3, 3*c2, c3+*c2, c3+
*c2+
*c2+ *c2+ *c2+
*c2+ *c2+ *c2+
Hence, maxSolDegs(α,ζ)({x 7→ 2, y 7→ ?, z 7→ ?}, {*c2+}) = {*c2+} and maxSolDegs(α,ζ)({x 7→
3, y 7→ ?, z 7→ ?}, {*c2+}) is executed:
3, ?, ?*c1, c2, c3+*+
3, 1, ?*c1, c2, c3+*c1, c3+
3, 2, ?*c1, c2, c3+*c1, c3+
3, 3, ?*c1, c2, c3+*c1, c3+
*c2+
*c2+ *c2+ *c2+
Therefore, maxSolDegs(α,ζ)({x 7→ 3, y 7→ ?, z 7→ ?}, {*c2+}) = {*c2+}, and we have as the final
result that maxSolDegs(α,ζ)({x 7→?, y 7→ ?, z 7→ ?}, ∅) = {*c2+}. 
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